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Abstract: This paper discusses the mechanics of traditionally-informed curriculum when the new 
techniques and processes offered by game engine technology are adopted in digital animation 
teaching pipelines. The traditional learning pipeline, from concept through storyboard to 
production, has remained a firm foundation for all forms of animation education as well as most 
professional animation production. Even in fully digital mediums, the founding principle of drawn 
pre-visualisation followed by production remains a constant. This is further emphasised by the 
nature of animation, in that there is nothing to see until it is created. There is no physical set or site 
for a director to explore, to plan and design the various shots. Hannes Rall (2018), writes in his 
book “…The film has to be planned visually exact in advance, in order not to lose time and money 
during the actual production process”. Recently, with examples such as the TV series Zafari, 
(Unrealengine.com 2018) game-engine processes give demonstrable advantages, reducing pipeline 
costs and time, and allowing creative input and alteration right up to final render. However, within 
animation pipeline education, in many institutes world-wide, there remains a firm conviction that 
the essential educational fundamentals lie within a traditional workflow. Concept and story 
visualisation first, production later. This paper will discuss some of the reasons why pedagogical 
change may not be happening as rapidly as the technology allows. 
 
 

The current animation pipeline 
 
All animated stories begin with a story concept. This concept can be initiated from a story-world, a character, 

or with a new original script. In all cases, character and world concepts need to be visualised in order to inform the 
following stages of storyboarding, modelling and world-building. Concurrently, or following this stage, the story will 
be rendered in a visual form, usually using a story board format. Sometimes this storyboard will be acted out by the 
artist to convey the story. Another version of the storyboard is a beat sheet, which describes, or illustrates the key 
moments or “beats” of the movie. At the same time, a concept artist will be employed to illustrate a selection of scenes 
in high quality, to give an accurate, coloured and rendered impression of final shots. Animated productions also usually 
include a colour script – a series of story-board like images that depict the colour themes throughout the movie. 

 
 

Game engines 
Recent advances in game-engine technology question the need for the traditional pre-planned, pre-visualised 

approach. Artists and animators are now able to create the environment they wish to act within, and then, like the real-
world director, travel within that set, designing the shots. Furthermore, the same tools also allow for real-time editing. 
That is, the actors can be “played”, either by a game controller, coded, or animated, and the various cameras can be 
manipulated while the action takes place. This can be repeated as much as required, played from any angle, at any 
speed, in slow-motion, fame-by-frame, or fast forward. Additionally, camera effects can be explored such as depth of 
field, focus and blur, as well as environmental effects, such as lighting, shadows, fog and haze, all in real-time.  

The affordability of these creative aspects within a real-time, performative location, significantly changes the 
entire animation pipeline, and therefore, how these pipelines are taught. While the artistic fundamentals remain the 
same – composition, cinematography, colour space, lighting etc – the need to apply and demonstrate these before 
production is no longer a requirement. Instead, the animator and director can explore these aspects while they are in a 
performative real-time space. 

 
 

Implications for the educator’s skillsets 
The traditional structure allows for several separations of educators’ skillsets. In the early conceptual stages, 

a teacher with a strong artistic ability is ideal. Composition, character, colour, tone, are all key cinematographic 



elements that inform a production. Once the production moves into the storyboarding and beat sheet stage, the teacher 
needs to have a strong sense of timing, pace, drama, camera, and general time-based storytelling. And when the 
animation moves into production, the ideal teacher will have a strong technical background, including the technical 
aspects of animation timing, such as keyframing, in-betweening, weighting, modelling, graph editing, rendering, VFX, 
compositing and video editing. This scenario described requires three, or even four distinct skillsets. It is very rare to 
find a teacher who is highly skilled in all three areas. Consequently, education departments employ teachers with these 
specialisms in mind. Animation schools are full of concept creative story-tellers, animation artisans, digital producers, 
and video technicians. 

The question, of course, is how does this teaching, supervision and employment strategy change when using 
new pipelines? Do the new pipelines impose a challenge to the academic structure of our animation schools? 
Traditionalist educators may argue that nothing has changed – that the current education pipeline covers the base 
knowledge in an order that still applies to all media outcomes. However, the current traditional pipeline, largely 
pioneered and documented at Disney, as described in detail in the iconic book The Illusion of Life (1995), was 
originally developed to support the production of 2D drawn animation. With the advent of 3D digital animation, this 
approach was adapted, but the requirement for early visualisation remained essentially unchanged. Now we have a 
different production pipeline option, and the education curriculum should rightly reflect this new approach.   

 The first response may be to simply shuffle the academic talent around, to respond to the new order in which 
the skills are required. But I believe that the new paradigms require much closer attention. If not, the educators will 
find themselves out of their depths – e.g. advising students on a conceptual issue, but unable to advise on how to 
achieve it. A simple example would be an academic advising the student on a story problem, but cannot advise how a 
reordering of edits could solve it. At the post-graduate level this may not be seen as an issue, as supervision at the 
level tends to focus on concepts and theories, leaving the student to demonstrate initiative and independence to work 
out the practical resolutions for themselves. But at the under-graduate level, students require guidance on how to solve 
problems. If existing educators are simply relocated into a new place on the pipeline, there is a real risk of inadequate 
teaching. 

 
 

Is this a normal curriculum resourcing issue? 
Curriculum designers and managers may respond that this is “business as usual”. The education sector has 

constantly reoriented itself to teach new material. But of course, these managers will only make these changes when 
the need is highlighted, and the existing teachers who support the traditional approach may not push for change. This 
type of change mirrors the well-known challenge that graphic design education around the world went through in the 
1990’s, where art-oriented academics adamantly argued that all graphic designers needed competent life-drawing 
skills. They argued that observational life-drawing was somehow fundamental to typography, book design, poster 
design, corporate design, interface design and the many-other graphic design practices that have nothing in common 
with life drawing. Sense has since prevailed, and now across the worlds’ design schools life drawing is usually offered 
as a first-year taster, or as a support for graphic illustrators. With digital animation, a similar response is possible in 
reaction to a new pipeline. Traditionalists may argue that an animation cannot proceed with so many conceptual and 
aesthetic components unresolved first. 

 
 

“How can you build an environment you haven’t designed?” 
 

 
 

Figure 1: In-game engine camera view 



 
“By building it, I will understand it” (Mateas 2005). I will use a current project as an example. In this scenario, 

an animated character is running through a ruined township landscape. There was no script, no beat sheet, nor a drawn 
storyboard, just a loose idea that the character would run through the ruins until they meet soldier-like robots. The 
ruined township set was built in Unreal Engine 4, and a stand-in character was animated throughout until the look and 
feel was achieved. In-engine cameras were used to create preferred shots, (Figure 1) and these were collected together 
in the in-game shot editor, called the Sequencer. The Sequencer was used to generate images to create concept images 
and a storyboard, (Figure 2) and also to render the first animatic test run-through as a video file. 

 

 
Figure 2: Storyboard created from in-game engine cameras 

 
 
By building the environment first, the set was able to be explored, and unforeseen camera shots were 

discovered. Several camera attributes, such as angle, depth of field, and telephoto, were easily adjusted, without having 
to imagine these in advance, and then attempt to represent these through drawing. (Figure 3). The captured video and 
the storyboard functioned as a design tool to inform the next stage and to communicate the basic idea with other team 
members. All members of the team were able to view and explore the same set, and make changes in real-time. As 
the sequences were developed inside the game engine, the storyboard was soon outdated, although it still served a 
useful function as a single visual rendition of the basic storyline. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Playing and editing the camera shots in Sequencer 



Teaching skills comparison 
Figure 4 presents a simplified comparison of the two pipelines, showing how the progression of teaching 

competency is very different between traditionally based and game engine-based pipelines. The traditional pipeline 
generally affords a progression from art and concept, through pre-production, technical production, to final video 
editing and assembly. The game engine-based pipeline begins in a similar manner, but soon mixes all teaching aspects 
into the same production space. From a creator’s point of view this is very exciting, as the technical and creative 
aspects become mixed together, making production simply more fun. From a pipeline teaching point of view this 
creates several immediate challenges, and highlights a phase which I will term “Creative Production”. (Figure 4). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Creative Production – Teaching pipeline comparison 
 

 
Creative Production 

In the new digital pipeline, the production phase is now highly creative. Many creative aspects of the 
animation can be explored without breaking the pipeline. David Dozoretz, creator and director of the TV animated 
series Zafari, (2018) describes how the immediacy of game engine rendering increased creativity and reduced 
production stress. The new pipeline also completely bypassed the render farm, and reduced lighting and shots time by 
75%, giving an overall 300% increase in productivity. Similar recounts come from other creators of game-engine  
based animations, such as Boy with a Kite (unreal engine 2015), Adam (Veselin 2016) and the trailer for Fortnite 
(Pohl 2017). Animators working in this manner enjoyed the opportunity to experiment and iterate, knowing that the 
results are immediate, and there are no costly ramifications. This expanded role for the animators is both exciting and 
a challenge, as their role now starts to overlap with the story designers. The same skill mash-up also applies to the 
teaching staff. When in the animation production phase, the teacher needs to be able to engage with the creative aspects 
of storytelling, acting, staging, cinematography –aspects once largely determined by a storyboard. The teacher of the 
production phase cannot focus only on technical execution. 



 
 

Conclusion and implications for teaching management 
 
This creative production phase requires creative, open-minded teaching. An immediate consideration would 

be to reassess teaching generalists and specialists. When should a teacher be a generalist, able to cover all areas, both 
technical and creative, or when should they be a specialist? Small schools, through necessity, will most likely opt for 
generalists, as they do currently. The larger schools may opt to form teams of teachers with different skillsets, all 
working in the same teaching space. This does create a staffing logistics challenge, as several different types of 
supervision may have to take place at the same time. Even with different skillsets, all teachers will have to be cognisant 
of the new pipeline they are working in. 

The new game engine-based digital pipeline places a new kind of pressure on teacher placement, as the 
pipeline order is not merely adjusted, but significantly reshuffled. The workload hot-spots are different, the creative 
and technical issues will occur in different places, as will the times of free-flowing creativity. A generalist teacher will 
be able to work through an entire project with a student, but the specialist teachers will need to be available to advise 
on specialist high-skill areas, such as modelling, coding, rendering, lighting, acting, or motion capture. Furthermore, 
individual projects may require very different pipelines. This is where a well-designed syllabus can assist in keeping 
student teams moving forward in similar phases.  

The game engine-based animation teaching pipeline is significantly more than an update to the existing 
animation teaching pipeline. This approach provides an innovative way to create, design, and explore an animated 
project. The creative production phase can be a space that is more playful and rewarding than the traditional 2D or 3D 
production space. It is important that teaching institutions understand this difference, and adapt their teaching and 
curriculum approaches to make best use the creative freedom and potential these new technologies provide. 
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